
RoboAkut Resue TeamBilge Talays�um and H. Levent Ak�nDepartment of Computer Engineering, Bogazii University TR-80815 Bebek, IstanbulTURKEYtalaysum�boun.edu.tr, akin�boun.edu.trAbstrat. RoboAkut resue team ombines reinforement learning withooperation among agents so that agents an learn mutually from eahother. There is a hierarhy among the agents so that agent oordina-tion is entralized. Eah agent is apable of deiding for itself when inlak of support from other agents. The agents make use of the sensoryinformation they obtain to learn the state of the environment, and usethis information to deide on the ations to perform. Eah agent learnsfrom the results of the ations it does. The platoon agents are apableof sharing information with eah other when neessary. With limitedommuniation possibilities, the agents try to use as small number ofmessages as possible. The agents an do both greedy ations, and alsosome exploration rate an be introdued so that the agent tries otherations than the one it deides to be the optimal one. Exploration isused during training and greedy ations are used during ompetition.1 IntrodutionThe members of RoboAkut are Asso. Prof. H. Levent Ak�n, and Bilge Talays�um,a graduate student from the department of Computer Engineering in BogaziiUniversity. One of the main researh areas of the Arti�ial Intelligene Lab ofthe department is multiagent design. Several projets are arried out in thisarea inluding design of robots for RoboCup League. Coiniding both with thereent disasters we have lived and our interest in multiagent design we havedeided to partiipate in the RoboCup Resue Simulation League. The designand implementation of a resue team onsisting of autonomous and ooperatingagents is arried out as a master's thesis subjet. RoboAkut has both entraland platoon agents of �re�ghter, polie oÆer and ambulane.2 The General StrutureBoth the enter agents and the platoon agents have the following omponents:World model, learning omponent, I/O omponent and performane omponent.In addition, the platoon agents have a route �nder omponent. These ompo-nents are desribed in the following setions.



2.1 The World ModelEah agent keeps a world model of its own. Initially, the simulation kernel pro-vides all the strutural information about the world. With this information, anagent an move to any destination in the environment if none of the roads arebloked. In yles later than yle two, the kernel only provides visual informa-tion within 10 meters of eah agent. Thus, the agent annot keep up to dateworld information by storing only the visual data provided by the kernel. Anagent an also hear the other agents within 30 meters. By interepting suhmessages , an agent an improve its knowledge range.Other than keeping raw world information, whih helps in loating targets,alulating distanes and routes, eah agent also keeps an abstration of theworld in order to desribe the environment's state by a single index. Eah timethe world information of an agent is updated, the agent ounts the number ofburning buildings, burnt down buildings, injured ivilians, dead ivilians, andbloked roads. With these numbers, the agent alulates three indies, whihseparately desribe the severity of the onditions of the buildings, the ivilians,and the roads in the environment. The indies are in the range [0, 1℄, wherezero desribes an ideal state where everything is under ontrol, one desribes adisastrous state. These indies are used by the learning omponent to alulatean overall index for the state the agent believes to be in.2.2 The Learning ComponentBoth the platoon agents and the dispather agents use reinforement learning.The job of the learning omponent is to alulate the abstrat state of theenvironment as desribed in setion 2.1, to learn from feedbak by assigningvalues to state-ation pairs (Q-values), and to deide on an ation by onsideringQ-values. The Q-values are updated using temporal di�erene method [1℄, [2℄.For a platoon agent, what is referred to as an \ation" is to \go to target X".The identi�ation of the target is done by hoosing between di�erent alternativesfor ation. The ation alternatives for a platoon agent are: Go to the losesttarget, go to the farthest target, go to the target whih is the most severe, goto the target whih is lightly damaged, and go to any target. The platoon agentupdates its Q-values when it has deided its own ation, without a ommandfrom the enter, and it has either saved its target or if the target was ruined. Thereward value assoiated with a state, and is used to update the Q-values, is morepositive if the overall state index is near zero, more negative if the overall stateindex is near the maximum value. Thus, the agent gets positive reward if it isable to keep the world in an ordered state, negative reward if the environment isbreaking down. Naturally, in a multiagent environment the state is determinednot only by the ations of one agent, but also the suess or failure of otheragents. Therefore, the start and end states of an ation are not deterministi.This nature of the environment makes temporal di�erene of Q-values the mostsuitable reinforement learning tehnique to be used for this task.



An \ation" for a dispather agent means assigning agents to targets. Thereare two assignment methods for a dispather agent: Assign eah agent to thetarget losest to it or assign eah job to the losest agent, starting by the mosturgent target. A dispather agent updates its Q-values by getting feedbak fromits platoon agents. If most of the agents were suessful beause of the assign-ment, the Q-value of orresponding state-ation pair inreases. Di�erent typesof ations an be added for both entral agents and platoon agents withoutdisturbing the learning mehanism.The agents an be run and deide on their ations in two di�erent modes:greedy or explorer. If the agent is running on greedy mode, it always tries theation with the best Q-value so far. If the agent is running in explorer mode, itan aept ations with lower state-ation values with a prede�ned probability,whih is the exploration rate. The explorer mode is to be used during training,and greedy mode is to be used during real ation.2.3 I/O and CooperationThe I/O module is separate from other modules to be able to isolate the e�etsof the possible hanges in the struture of the interations with the environmentfrom other modules of an agent. The I/O module ontains the raw funtions forsending and reeiving messages to the kernel, and wrapper funtions used forsending speial messages.Communiation is done when the dispather agents assign jobs, the platoonsrequest jobs or send results of jobs. If an agent is assigned a job but it annot getthere beause the roads are bloked, it must report this ase to the polie oÆers,whih in turn either drop their other jobs to lear the indiated road, or put therequest into queue. It was seen during sample runs that the major diÆulty inthe environment is the bloked roads. Therefore, the ommuniation desribedhas an important e�et on the suess of agents. In addition, if an agent hasnot �lled its quota of ommuniation for a turn, but �nished exeuting what itan do, it an also tell sensory information to others in order to be able to keepeveryone's world information up to date.2.4 The Route Finder ModuleThe platoon agents are equipped with a route �nder module. The informationprovided by kernel during the �rst two yles of the simulation provides theinformation neessary for �nding paths to any target in the environment. Theroute searh is done as a breadth �rst searh and loops are prevented by notadding a node that has been expanded before to the list of nodes to be expanded.Sine the agent annot always move to the target in one turn, at eah loop, ifthe agent has not arrived, the route is re-alulated.



2.5 The Performane ModuleThe performane module of the agents exeutes in a loop and ontrols the owof ations. The loop starts with reeiving messages from the kernel, and makingations upon the reeived information. Two types of messages an be reeivedby eah agent \sense" message or \hear" message. Eah \sense" message sent bythe kernel to the agents indiates the start of a new yle. The agents keep trakof the elapsed time and the available number of messages that an be heard orsaid in a yle by keeping trak of the reeived \sense" messages.The platoon agents update the world information, abstrat world informationand the internal state representation in eah yle. Targets indiated by otheragents have priority over targets indiated by enter. The agents own deisionshave the least priority. If a job has �nished and that job was ommanded to theagent by the enter, the agent sends feedbak to the enter indiating the suessor failure of the job, upon whih the enter updates the orresponding Q-value.If the ation was the agents own deision, the agent's Q-value is updated. Whenagents are stuk, they ask roads to be leared, exept for polie oÆer agents.They go to their target by learing bloked roads on the way.In eah yle a dispather agent makes assignments of jobs to agents. Theagent keeps information on whih agent is assigned to whih job and whihassignment method was used for those assignments. This information is used toupdate the state-ation values of the enter agents.3 ConlusionsOur resue team was developed onsidering the hanging onditions, the nees-sity to at fast and limited ommuniation means in a disaster environment. Wehave built a model that inorporates mutual learning and ooperation, in orderto develop more exible agents that behave better in a disaster situation.AknowledgementsThis projet is sponsored in part by Bogazii University Center for DisasterManagement (CENDIM).Referenes1. Norvig, P., Russel, S.: Arti�ial Intelligene: A Modern Approah, Prentie-Hall,1995.2. Sutton, S. R., Barto, A. G.: Reinforement Learning I: Introdution, MIT Press,Cambridge, MA, 1998.This artile was proessed by the author using the TEX maro pakage from Springer-Verlag.


